Postdoctoral Fellowships in Psychology and Neurology

Multiple postdoctoral hires will be made this year (2016) for new research on memory replay during sleep. Positions will be based either on the Evanston campus or the Chicago campus of Northwestern University. A primary affiliation will be either with Professor Ken Paller, Professor Paul Reber, or Professor Phyllis Zee; the three lab groups will be coordinating this research together. See http://CogNS.northwestern.edu for further information on these three labs and on the local cognitive neuroscience environment.

We are searching for postdoctoral candidates with a strong interest in human memory research and with expertise in some of the following areas: memory testing with concurrent EEG recording; polysomnography and sleep staging; EEG analysis methods; multivariate pattern analysis; or computational modeling.

Interested candidates can send inquiries and application materials to Susan Florczak at s-florczak@northwestern.edu. Applications will be evaluated when received and hiring decisions made on a rolling basis. Multiple appointments are currently available. Applications should include a cover letter, CV, and names of at least three references.

Northwestern University is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action employer. Members of historically underrepresented groups are strongly encouraged to apply.

Contact Information:
Susan Florczak
Research Project Coordinator
SWIFT HALL
2029 Sheridan Rd #102
Evanston, IL 60208
ph: (847) 491-7725
s-florczak@northwestern.edu